The evolution of high dimensional entanglement in atmospheric turbulence is investigated. We study the effects of turbulence on photonic states generated by spontaneous parametric downconversion, both theoretically and experimentally. One of the photons propagates through turbulence, while the other is left undisturbed. The atmospheric turbulence is simulated by a single phase screen based on the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence. The output after turbulence is projected into a three-dimensional (qutrit) basis composed of specific Laguerre-Gaussian modes. A full state tomography is performed to determine the density matrix for each output quantum state. These density matrices are used to determine the amount of entanglement, quantified in terms of the negativity, as a function of the scintillation strength. Theoretically, the entanglement is calculated using a single phase screen approximation. We obtain good agreement between theory and experiment.
The evolution of high dimensional entanglement in atmospheric turbulence is investigated. We study the effects of turbulence on photonic states generated by spontaneous parametric downconversion, both theoretically and experimentally. One of the photons propagates through turbulence, while the other is left undisturbed. The atmospheric turbulence is simulated by a single phase screen based on the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence. The output after turbulence is projected into a three-dimensional (qutrit) basis composed of specific Laguerre-Gaussian modes. A full state tomography is performed to determine the density matrix for each output quantum state. These density matrices are used to determine the amount of entanglement, quantified in terms of the negativity, as a function of the scintillation strength. Theoretically, the entanglement is calculated using a single phase screen approximation. We obtain good agreement between theory and experiment. 
I. INTRODUCTION
There are advantages in the use of high dimensional entangled systems in quantum information processing and communication. Such systems with dimensions larger than 2 allow for a higher information capacity [1] and lead to increased security in quantum cryptography [2] . Quantum entanglement is an important resource in many quantum information protocols. However it is fragile, since it decays through interaction with noisy environments [3, 4] , such as atmospheric turbulence.
The orbital angular momentum (OAM) states of photons are a suitable candidate for the implementation of high dimensional quantum systems for use in high dimensional quantum key distribution [5, 6] and longrange quantum communication [7] through free-space. Unlike the polarization of light, which offers a two-level Hilbert space, the OAM of photons provides an infinitedimensional Hilbert space. Fortuitously, photonic states produced in spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) are naturally entangled in their OAM degrees of freedom due to the conservation of OAM [8] [9] [10] .
The decay of OAM entanglement in a qubit pair evolving in turbulence has been studied both theoretically [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and experimentally [17] [18] [19] [20] . These studies show that qubit OAM entanglement decays slower in weak scintillation for modes with higher OAM-values. While, the study of turbulence induced decay of OAM entanglement in qubit pairs can help one to understand basic behavior of OAM entanglement in turbulence, it offers little practical benefit over the use of the polarization states of single photons, which are less affected by turbulence. * fsroux@csir.co.za
The point of using the OAM states of light is to have high dimensional quantum states. Therefore, it makes sense that one should consider high dimensional states in the OAM basis for these studies.
The effect of atmospheric turbulence on such high dimensional OAM entanglement have received little attention. The only case where the evolution of OAM entanglement for high dimensional quantum state has been considered, is a theoretical investigation involving qutrits [21] . It appears that the effects of turbulence on the OAM entanglement for high dimensional quantum states, have not yet been considered experimentally.
For this reason, we report here on the theoretical and experimental results of a study into the effects of atmospheric turbulence on high dimensional OAM entanglement. Using SPDC, we prepare photon pairs that are entangled in their OAM degrees of freedom. One of these photons is propagated through turbulence, while allowing the other to propagate undisturbed through free-space (without turbulence). The turbulence is implemented as a phase-only distortion on a single phase screen, using a spatial light modulator (SLM). By implication, we use the single phase screen (SPS) approximation of the atmospheric scintillation process [22] , which is only valid under weak scintillation conditions [23] . Inspite of this restriction, the SPS model is still currently the most widely used model for the study of photonic quantum states propagating in turbulence [11] [12] [13] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Our results show a good agreement between theory and experiment.
There are various aspects that pose challenges to the experimental study of the propagation of high dimensional OAM entangled states through turbulence. To determine the high dimensional quantum state, one needs to perform a quantum state tomography, which requires a number of individual measurements that increases rapidly with the increasing number of dimensions [24] .
Moreover, due to the randomness of atmospheric turbulence, one has to repeat these measurements a reasonable number of times and average the results to obtain a meaningful statistical description of the evolution of the quantum state. In other words, an investigation of the decay of high dimensional entanglement in turbulence is a very time consuming process. In our experiment, we consider qutrits -three-dimensional states -and performed a full state tomography for each output state obtained from different realizations and different strengths of the turbulence. While three-dimensional states allow us to observe the effects of high dimensions, we are able to perform the experiments over a reasonable period.
An important purpose of this work is to show that we are able to obtain a good agreement between the theoretical predictions that one can compute using the SPS approximation. Here, we use the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) basis as the measurement basis, because it enables us to obtain relatively simple analytical expressions. For accurate comparison, the experimental measurements need to implement precisely that which is assumed in the calculations. As a result we measure in the exact LG basis and not in the helical basis where the amplitude variation of the mode is ignored, apart from the Gaussian envelop that is imposed by the overlap in the optical fibre. For this reason we use complex amplitude modulation [25] on the SLMs to perform the projective measurements required for the quantum state tomography.
The paper is organized as follows. Various theoretical aspects are discussed in Sec. II. The experimental setup is discussed in Sec. III, followed by a discussion of the results in Sec. IV. Conclusions are provided in Sec. V.
II. THEORY A. SPS model
In the experiment, we pass one of the photons through turbulence that is simulated by a random phase modulation using an SLM. Hence, the appropriate theory with which these experimental results are to be compared is the SPS approximation. For the biphoton case with only one photon propagating through turbulence, the elements of the output density matrix in the SPS approximation are given by [22, 26] 
where ∆x = |x 1 − x 3 | and the input field ψ(x 1 , x 2 ) is the biphoton state obtained from the SPDC process (simply called the SPDC state). The output modes, in terms of which the density matrix is defined, are given by E n (x) = x|n , where |n represents the chosen basis for the output density matrix. The turbulence is represented by the phase structure function D θ (·). The photon in the A-system (B-system) is associated with the coordinate vectors x 1 and x 3 (x 2 and x 4 ) and with the indices m and n (p and q).
B. Structure function
In the Kolmogorov theory [27] , the phase structure function can be expressed as
in terms of the Fried parameter [28] ,
Here C 2 n is the structure constant and λ is the wavelength of the down-converted photons. For degenerate SPDC, λ = 2λ p , where λ p is the pump wavelength.
Due to the power of 5/3 in Eq. (2), the integral in Eq. (1) is not easy to evaluate. Therefore, we use the quadratic structure function approximation [29] , which implies that one can replace x 5/3 → x 2 . The resulting quadratic structure function then takes the form
The extra factor of w −1/3 p is necessary to retain a dimensionless argument in the exponential function in Eq. (1). Here w p is the radius of the pump beam waist.
C. Input (SPDC) state
The input state in the SPS calculation is the SPDC state. For the purpose of the theoretical calculation, one can represent the SPDC state as the product of the pump profile in the Fourier domain and the phase matching function that governs the SPDC process in the nonlinear crystal. The pump is assumed to be a Gaussian beam.
The details of the phase matching function is not important, because, as it turns out, the experimental conditions are such that the phase matching function plays a diminished role. (See the discussion of the thin-crystal limit below.) For that reason we follow [30] and use the (analytically more tractable) Gaussian function model to represent the phase matching function.
The resulting SPDC input state in the Fourier domain can therefore be represented by
where P ′ is a normalization constant, a is a twodimensional spatial frequency vector (related to the transverse propagation vector by k ⊥ = 2πa), and the subscripts s and i denote the two ('signal' and 'idler') down-converted photons, respectively. Furthermore, we defined the dimensionless parameter
where L and n o are the length and the ordinary refractive index of the nonlinear crystal, respectively, and z Rp is the Rayleigh range of the pump beam (πw 2 p /λ p ). In most experiments, the Rayleigh range of the pump beam is several orders of magnitude larger than the thickness of the nonlinear crystal, L ≪ z Rp . This leads to the so-called thin crystal limit, where the phase matching function is only evaluated at the origin. It implies that one can set β = 0 and drop the phase matching function in the calculations. However, the phase matching function may help to regularize the integrals and can be removed at the end by taking the limit β → 0.
The inverse Fourier transform of the SPDC state, given in Eq. (5), is
The normalization constant P contains P ′ and includes addition dimension parameters. These normalization constants will eventually drop out of the expression, when the projected state is renormalized.
D. Effective pump width
The coincidence counts that are produced in the experiment can be predicted in the thin-crystal limit by the follow three-way overlap integral
where m p,s,i (x) represent the mode profiles of the pump, signal and idler beams. The pump is a Gaussian beam, with a particular beam radius w ′ p . However, one needs to take the Gaussian overlap functions coming from the coupling of the light into the SMFs, into account in the overlap calculation. Due to the way in which the measurement basis is encoded on the SLMs, one cannot incorporate the Gaussians from the SMFs into the measurement mode profiles. Therefore, we combine them with the pump profile to produce an effective (Gaussian) pump profile, with an effective pump mode size, given by
where w SMF is the radius of the SMF Gaussian functions. Henceforth, w p represents the effective pump mode size, instead of the original pump mode size, as before.
E. Output (LG) modal basis
The basis for the output density matrix is chosen to be the LG modes. In terms of normalized coordinates, these modes are given by
where p and ℓ are the radial index and the azimuthal index (the ± sign is given by the sign of ℓ), respectively, L |ℓ| p (·) represents the associate Laguerre polynomials and N is a normalization constant given by
The normalized coordinates are given by u = x/w 0 , v = y/w 0 and t = z/z R = zλ/πw 2 0 , in terms of the waist radius w 0 and the Rayleigh range z R of the output basis.
The LG modes are OAM eigenstates [31] . This implies that an LG beam as a whole (and every photon in it) has a well-defined OAM. The amount of OAM in the beam is proportional to the azimuthal index ℓ. OAM is conserved in the SPDC process [8] [9] [10] . This means that the sum of OAM of the signal and the idler photons equals the OAM of the pump photon. As a result, the SPDC state is entangled in terms of OAM. Hence, without turbulence, the output density matrix in the LG basis would be that of a highly entangled biphoton state.
We only use LG modes with p = 0 for the output basis. Since we use the SPS approximation, we also set z = t = 0. The output space is restricted to a threedimensional basis for each photon. The basis elements are chosen symmetrically to be {E 0,−ℓ , E 0,0 , E 0,ℓ }. For our experiment, we consider the three cases, ℓ = 1, 2, 3.
To expedite the calculations, we use a generating function for the LG modes [14, 32, 33] . For p = 0 and z = t = 0, the generating function is given by
where µ is the generating parameter for the azimuthal index and the ± sign in the exponent is determined by the sign of ℓ. To generate a particular mode, one uses
where N is given in Eq. (11) with p = 0.
Without turbulence, the (pure) state that one would obtain in the output within the (3 × 3)-dimensional space in which we measure, can be expressed as (14) where the coefficients A 0 and A |ℓ| are determined by the OAM spectrum of the SPDC state. For a maximally entangled state A 0 = A |ℓ| = 1/ √ 3. However, for the SPDC state we generally have A 0 > A |ℓ| , which implies that the initial state is less than maximally entangled. Nevertheless, with appropriate experimental conditions, the initial entanglement of the state can be close to being maximally entangled.
F. Generating function for density matrix elements
Substitute, Eqs. (4), (7) and (12) into Eq. (1), and evaluate the eight integrals. One then imposes the thin crystal limit by setting β = 0. The result is a generating function for the elements of the density matrix, given by (15) where we neglect an overall constant, µ 1 ...µ 4 are four generating parameters, respectively associated with the four indices m, n, p, q in Eq. (1) and where
To generate a particular matrix element, using Eq. (15), one needs to compute Eq. (13) for each of the four ℓ-values that are associated with m, n, p, q.
G. Negativity
There is currently no known entanglement measure for high dimensional states that is easy to compute and gives the exact amount of entanglement in the state. The concurrence [34] , which is relatively easy to calculate for qubits, is much more complicated to compute when it is generalized to arbitrary dimensions. Nevertheless, one needs to quantify the high dimensional entanglement in order to understand the effects of turbulence on high dimensional OAM entangled states. Such an understanding is necessary to enable the successful implementation of a free-space quantum communication channel with high dimensional OAM states. In our experiment, we use the negativity to quantify the entanglement.
The negativity is defined as
where λ n denotes the eigenvalues of the partial transpose of the density matrix. To compute the partial transpose of a bipartite density matrix, one exchanges the rows and columns for one of the two partites, while leaving those of the other one unchanged. The expressions for the negativity that we obtained from our theoretical calculations for ℓ = 1, 2, 3, are provided in Appendix A. The curves of the negativity obtained from these theoretical calculations are presented together with the experimental results in Sec. IV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . A modelocked laser source with a wavelength of 355 nm, an average power of 350 mW and a repetition rate of 80 MHz pumps a 3 mm-thick type I BBO crystal to produce noncollinear, degenerate photon pairs via SPDC. A small noncollinear angle (∼ 3 degrees between signal and idler beams) is used to improve the OAM bandwidth [33, 35] . The pump beam has a radius of 0.24 mm at the crystal. The plane of the crystal is imaged onto SLMs in the signal and idler beams, respectively, with a magnification of ×4 (4-f system with f 1 = 100 mm and f 2 = 400 mm not shown). The SLM planes are re-imaged with a demagnification factor of ×375 (4-f system with f 3 = 750 mm and f 4 = 2 mm not shown) onto single-mode fibres (SMFs). The radii of backprojected beams emitted from the SMFs onto the crystal plane are ∼ 0.26 mm, giving an effective pump mode size of 0.15 mm. The down-converted light beams pass through 10 nm bandwidth interference filters (IF) before coupling into the SMFs. Avalanche photo diodes (APDs) at the ends of the SMFs are used to register the photon pairs with the aid of a coincidence counter (CC). The measured coincidence counts are accumulated over a 2 s integration time, with a gating time of 12.5 ns (based on the repetition rate).
Projective measurements are performed with the aid of the SLMs, by selecting particular pairs of LG modes (and superpositions of LG modes) for detection. We employ techniques for complex amplitude modulation [25] on the phase-only SLMs to ensure that the modulation involves the exact LG mode functions and not only their phase functions. The size of the modes on the SLM is 0.45 mm, which gives α = 0.59.
The atmospheric turbulence is simulated in the experiment by adding a random phase fluctuation to the encoded modal basis functions on one of the SLMs. This random phase function is computed with [36] [37] [38] 
where F −1 {·} is the two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform, ∆ is the sample spacing in the frequency domain and χ(a) is a frequency domain delta-correlated zero-mean Gaussian random complex function. If we assume that θ(x) is real-valued, then χ * (a) = χ(−a). However, by allowing θ(x) to be complex, one obtains two phase functions -the real and the imaginary parts of θ(x) -with each calculation. The phase power spectral density Φ θ is related to the refractive index power spectral density Φ n through
where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber (not to be confused with |k| below). We use the refractive index power spectral density in Kolmogorov theory, given by [27, 39] Φ n (k) = 0.033
to calculate the phase screen. Subgrid sample points are added to the Fourier domain representation of the phase function to ensure that the calculated random phase functions can reproduce the Kolmogorov structure function reliably [38] .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We considered values of W = w 0 /r 0 , representing the scintillation strength of the random phase function, in the range 0 to 1.5. For each value of W , we computed 25 different sets of phase functions, corresponding to different realizations of the simulated turbulent medium. A quantum state tomography [40] is performed for each realization, to reconstruct the bipartite qutrit density matrix. The final density matrix representing the state of the two photons is calculated by averaging density matrices corresponding to each value of W . From the averaged density matrices, we then compute the negativity.
The results are shown in Fig. 2 . One can see that the negativity decreases gradually with increasing W . When only one of the two photons propagates through turbulence, the theoretical value of the negativity never reaches zero. We see that the experimentally obtained negativities follow the same trend, at least up to W = 1.5. The initial values for the negativity in the three graphs decrease gradually as the value of |ℓ| increases. This is an indication of the OAM spectrum that is produced in the SPDC process and measured in terms of the chosen measurement basis. It also depends on the value of α. For the case when ℓ = 1, we produced graphic representations of the three averaged density matrices, for which W = 0, 0.68, 1.5, respectively. These are shown in Fig. 4 . The density matrices for pairs of entangled qutrits are 9 × 9 matrices. The magnitudes of the central (highest) elements are 0.45, 0.36 and 0.24 for the three respective cases shown in Fig. 4 . In the case where W = 0, one can see the input state having a high purity. The varying heights (magnitudes of the elements) indicate that the input state is not maximally entangled, due to the modal spectrum that is produced in the SPDC process. For W = 0.68, we see that other elements in the density matrix start to grow at the cost of the elements representing the original input state. Finally, for W = 1.5, one observes that the other elements in the matrix, in particular those on the diagonal, start to dominate over the elements of the original input state. The three theoretical curves from the three graphs in Fig. 2 , are shown together in Fig. 3 . One observes that, contrary to the case with qubits [11] , a higher value of |ℓ| does not give a better performance during propagation through turbulence. In fact, the curves cross each other at particular values of W .
The original trend where higher value of |ℓ| performed better in turbulence, applied to qubits (Bellstates) within the SPS approximation (weak scintillation). It has already been shown previously that this trend does not apply in strong scintillation [23] . Here, it is shown that the trend also does not apply for higher dimensional states in weak scintillation. As a result, one would not expect to see the trend for higher dimensional states in strong scintillation.
V. CONCLUSION
A quantum state that is produced by type I SPDC is entangled in its spatial degrees of freedom. This entanglement manifests strongly in the OAM degrees of freedom, because the Schmidt basis of this state is an OAM basis. Here, we study the evolution of this OAM entangled state through turbulence, within the weak scintillation conditions appropriate for a SPS approximation.
The study includes both theoretical predictions, based on calculations using the SPS model, and experimental work, using an SLM to modulate one of the two entangled photons with a random phase function to simulate the turbulence.
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Our experimental results for the evolution of high dimensional quantum states in an OAM basis show that the amount of entanglement between two qutrits does not decay slower when higher |ℓ|-values are considered. This is in contrast to the situation that was found for qubits in weak scintillation, namely that the entanglement between two qubits evolving in turbulence is more robust when higher |ℓ|-values are considered.
Comparing the results that we obtain here for the qutrits, with those that were previously obtained for the qubits [19] under the same conditions, we see that the entanglement for the qutrits decay quicker as a function of W than the entanglement for the qubits. The benefit of using higher dimensional states (better security and higher information capacity), may therefore be offset by a poorer performance in turbulence. This would play an important role in the design of a free-space QKD system.
